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Rack Datacenter
Lagos, Nigeria

West africa's largest carrier neutral
TIER III data centre
100% Uptime since launch in 2013.

Features

Reliability
A Tier III Constructed Facility
Certified, which has maintained
100% uptime, zero downtime since
launch in 2013.

Carrier Neutral
Environment
A Tier III Constructed Facility
Certified, which has maintained
100% uptime, zero downtime since
launch in 2013.

Scalable

Location

Scalable from 1.5MW of IT power
to 14.5 MW total IT power at the
current campus.

30 metres above sea level in a secure private estate highest point in
Lagos.

Secure

Cloud Neutral
Environment

10 levels of physical security with
biometric and CCTV monitoring
and 24x7 Command Centre.

A growing range of cloud providers hosted at Rack Centre that
provide cloud solutions including
IaaS, SaaS, DRaaS, PaaS and locally
hosted websites with low latency
at high performance.

With over 40 carriers, ISPs and
Content Delivery Networks,
Rack Centre offers a wide and
unrestricted choice of services
for its customers. Fibre access
to the facility is through three
diverse routes and includes
all five active undersea cables
on the Atlantic coast of Africa
(WACS, Glo, ACE, Mainone and
SAT3).

Samrand

Johannesburg, South Africa
Recognised as the most prestigious
and highly specified private data
centre in Africa

Features

Fire Detection and
Suppresion
Low pressure gas system in the data
halls are triggered by double knock
detection of fire alarm.

A purpose-built Tier IV facility
by Africa Data Centres
Features complete redundancy across all power and cooling
components

Products and Services
Low pressure gas system in the data
halls are triggered by double knock detection of fire alarm.

Facility

Monitoring

4 data halls with 6000m² (square meters) of white space and 14400 m2 of
white space expansion planned for
2023.

Connected to 24/7 Security Operations Centre and Service Control
Centre.

Cooling

Security

Cold aisle Containment done to maintain cooling efficiencies.

Connected to 24/7 Security Operations Centre and Service Control
Centre.

Power

Connectivity

Client IT load 35 MW (Megawatt)
upon completion.

Connectivity to major hubs and Dark
Fibre infrastructure.

Unrivalled physical security
Seamless scalability for expansion.

In line with all Africa Data Centres facilities,
this Johannesburg Data Centre operates on
a fully carrier- and cloud-neutral basis.

